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A Functional and Versatile Android App for
Cataloguing Collections
App-Order.com’s Free Android App, “Save Your Booty,” Helps Its
Users to Organize their Collections and File Insurance Claims
Trying to keep up with and catalogue items in a collection can be a tedious and time-consuming process.
With App-Order.com’s free Android app, “Save Your Booty,” collectors of all types can expedite the
process.
To start inventorying collectibles, all that a collector has to do is scan the barcodes and take pictures of
the items in their collection. “Save Your Booty” will collect and store the image, product information,
retail value, and current value, organized by category or subset. The end result is a convenient,
handheld catalogue with which collectors can access the items in their collection at any time, from
anywhere. By having the information at the palm of the hand, collectors know exactly which items they
already own when they are shopping for new additions to their collection.
The app has more than just organizational benefits: if an item in a collection is ever damaged or
destroyed, “Save Your Booty” users have detailed descriptions of all of the items within their collection,
making it easy to file a claim with renter’s or homeowner’s insurance companies. Wine collectors save
themselves time and energy by eliminating the need to go to the wine cellar to search for a bottle,
sports memorabilia collectors save themselves trips to their storage units or basements, and rare book
collectors save themselves from rummaging through their libraries.
“Save Your Booty” is arguably the most functional, versatile, and beneficial Android app available to
collectors. What’s more, it is completely free.

App-Order.com
App-Order.com lives up to their slogan, “We have an app for that!” They are the leader in efficiency and
productivity apps. Their affordable and highly customizable apps reduce or eliminate data entry costs
and improve and monitor quality control and staff efficiency, among other benefits.
They have developed apps for over 100 municipalities at no cost to the municipalities or their residents.
The municipality apps facilitate communication between citizens and local government, helping them to
identify graffiti and other problem areas, expediting the city’s ability to meet the needs of its citizens.
Some of the apps that they have developed include: Mesa, Arizona; Santa Ana, California; and San Jose,
California.
For more information, please visit www.app-order.com.

Find the App-Order.com Facebook fan page at www.facebook.com/pages/AppOrdercom/176914355671638.
Follow App-Order.com on Twitter at https://twitter.com/#!/apporder.

View App-Order.com’s YouTube channel at http://www.youtube.com/user/AppOrder.
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